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ABSTRACT 

A cashless society describes a state’s economy where financial transactions are not carried with 

money in the form of physical banknotes or coins but rather transactions are made through digital way. 

Earlier times  transactions were  made without paying amount, but nowadays non cash dealings have also 

become possible using digital currencies. Payment of cash was the procedure for buying a goods  but for 

past ten years developments have been made in settling for purcahses. Non cash transactions is moving  

towards an impact of a society where cash is replace by digital correspondent way. Nowadays formally all 

the transactions which we make are made  in electronical way. Before twenty years paying without cash 

begin. Settlements were made through electronical way. From that time On-line banking became very 

popular. Electonical way of paying for a transactions started to grow in many countries. 

INTRODUCTION 

The direct conversion of ownership rights from one ownership type to another of an asset without 

any original cash spends by the investor. A large number of non-cash transactions conversions are regularly 

made on a specific date as specified in the original contract.  

 

          Before twenty years the trend towards use of non-cash dealings and settlement began, that time online 

banking became popular. By the 2010s digital payment methods were widespread in many countries. We 

have been paying for things for centuries, but only in the last few decades have developments in 

compensation technology really taken off. Rabobank takes you on a brief journey through  where payment 

is transmitted  from coins to electronical  modes. 

Bartering came about in earlier times and is still common way in many culture. The Chinese was the 

primary country to  introduce coins in about 770 BC. When coins also made their entry in the Middle East, 

this type. Payment system developed around the world. Coins were popularized in Europe by the Greeks 

and Romans, and went on to remain the only earnings. 

NON CASH TRANSACTIONS 

A common method of measuring “cashless society” in a country is by measuring   the number of 

cashless payments made by person to person. The Nordic countries carry out more cashless transactions 

than Europeans. In 2015 – 2016 ,Crosswise 33 countries covered in the European payment cards, the 

average number of card payments per capita per year is 88.4. Comparing card payment average for Dane, 

fin, Icelander, Norwegian and Swede. Dane makes 268.6 card payments  fin makes 243.6 and Icelander 

375.5, Norwegian 353.7 and Swede 270.2. This makes card payments in the Nordics two-and a-half to four 

times higher than the European. “store of value” can also be functioned for commodities like diamonds, 

gold, silver, and platinum or real estate and antiques. There May be a difference in cash less transactions 

with the level of cash circulated in a country. For instance, Denmark ranks more than amount of cash 

movement, Swede has a higher percent in the main exchange banknote. 
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South Korea has made a resolution to end coins as legal tender by 2020. So, if you behaviour an all 

cash deal you must forego any change in amounts of less than the value of the smallest banknote, $1000, or 

slightly less than us$1. The change will sure bring a  high raise in number of electronic transactions in the 

country. the largest denomination of banknote will inform the  citizens can  easily use cash as a suitable 

store of value. The United Kingdom declared only banknotes of 5 pounds or less were legal tender after Wii 

because of fear of Nazi counterfeiting. Legal tender was announced in 1969 by the government  stating that 

banknotes whose value is over  $100 will remain as a legal tender. If government has any notes it would be 

destroyed and denomination of these notes will not be printed in future. In 1945 U.S.A. printed the last 

notes. Canada also followed the same procedure during the year 2000. 

EXISTENCE OF CASHLESS ECONOMY IN INDIA 

In Indian Economy non cash transactions came in to survival after demonetization. After 

demonstration non cash transaction started to grow a huge number in India.  November 8 2016 was the day 

when government of  India took ma decision of demonetizing 500 and 1,000  rupees note.  It is not related 

to Demonetization Act which was happened in 1978. The Demonetization was declared by the government 

to track the illegal use of money, reducing black money users and preventing fund to be supplied for 

terrorism and illegal activity. 

  The declaration of  demonetization  paved a high number in shortage of new currency notes. It 

created a mass change in economy. People were in want of fresh notes. After the day of announcement, in 

sensex and nifty there was a fall of 6% in 5stock indices. There was a total change in the economy of the 

country when our Prime Minister Narendra Modi declared 500 and 1000 rupees will not be in exist. People 

started to use more non cash transactions because there was a high shortage for new currency notes. People 

were urging themselves to exchange the old currencies with new. Banks took a major role in exchanging 

notes. The move paved the way to fall in GDP rate and reduction in industrial production. This economical 

move received support and criticism among people. But it increased the use of cash less transactions. At that 

time people started using debit cards, credit cards, petro cards etc., for normal purchase. Swiping machine 

was introduced in many shops, where most of the people started using  new  currencies. 

CASHLESS OPTIONS 

MOBILE BANKING: 

It allows its customers to make transactions with the help of mobile device such as mobile phone or tab. 

Usually apps are given by the institutions for its customers.  Customers can access the  institutions by 

accessing the app through internet.  

MOBILE WALLETS: 

Using our smartphones, tablet or smart watch we can make payment for purchase. We don’t want to 

carry our own debit or credit card.  It is a digital way of carrying our debit and credit card. 

WALLETS: 

It  is to link debit or credit card. One percent is charged for getting in hisn account.  For a month the 

maximum withdraw from a wallet is Rs.25,000.   It includes SBI buddy, ICICI pocket. Paytm  etc. Licenses 

are issued for 40 companies.  

NEFT, RTGS, UPI, IMPS, USSD OPTIONS: 

It is a way of transferring funds throughout nation. Payment is made as person to person.  A 

customer can transfer amount across any other individual having account in any bank.  
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It works on real time manner. It transfers the fund on electronic way. The transactions are made on 

very high rate. The minimum amount for transacting RTGS is 2lakh.  

Brought together Payments Interface (UPI) is a moment continuous instalment framework created by 

National Payments Corporation of India facilitating between bank exchanges. The interface is controlled by 

the Reserve Bank of India and works by in a flash exchanging stores between two financial balances on a 

versatile platform. 

Prompt Payment Service (IMPS) is a constant electronic assets exchange framework utilizing cell 

phones. It is on 24x7x365 

 Bound together Payments Interface (UPI) Inter associates banks to help exchange stores. Both the 

cash sender and recipient require an UPI character. Thirty banks offer this yet wallets are more mainstream 

because of convenience Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) helps connect portable number 

and financial balance to make installment. 

WORLD MOVING TOWARDS LESS CASH 

Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Kenya, Canada, South Korea are among 'less money' economies .They 

are substantial clients of portable installments like in Kenya or have a variety of advanced installments like 

in Norway Overall, the world is focalizing to PDAs as the installment entryway. The move to advanced is 

quickened by special assessment rates for electronic exchanges and punishing money exchanges. 

ADVENTURES & MISADVENTURES WITH DEMONETISATION 

India's third demonetization after 1946; 1978, is among the greatest such exercise did on the planet 

affecting 86% of the cash being used (Rs 1,000; Rs 500 notes) Back in 1991 the past Soviet Union pulled 

back high category ruble notes from flow. This prompted decrease in broad daylight trust in the 

administration and after a year the USSR separated. In 1998 Russia completed a redenomination which went 

off easily somewhere else Ghana, Nigeria, Zaire, and Mynamar have pulled back cash however none were 

viable.  

Most brought about government being toppled in overthrows and debasement really expanded. In 

any case, these occurred in time going before advanced cash and electronic store exchanges the ascent of 

monetary certificates. For a considerable length of time, coins filled in as an astounding methods for settling 

bills for products and paying wages. Certified receipts initially came into course in the Netherlands in 1814. 

They were, nonetheless, utilized for bigger business exchanges for the initial hundred years. The main 

banknotes were designated in climbing estimations of 25 to 1000 guilders. A thousand guilders around then 

was comparable to 18,500 euros in the present cash, a total that was completely past the range of common 

individuals. 

Financial balances and platinum cards From that point on, things began growing quickly. The 1920s 

saw the beginning of the bank installment with the presentation of the ledger. The bank card hit the scene in 

the 1980s. An attractive strip on the card implied everybody could get money out of the divider. It was not 

well before purchasers were likewise ready to make cashless installments in stores. Adjacent the client The 

entry of the web and cell phones at that point brought installments considerably nearer the client. Thus today 

it has turned into the most ordinary thing on the planet to check your adjust and pay bills with portable 

keeping money, and make buys with perfect, my request or rabo wallet. Investigate this data realistic to 

perceive how installments and saving money. 
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BENEFITS OF CASH LESS ECONOMY: 

 No need to convey cumbersome notes for a situation. Simply conveying the required cards or 

versatile managing an account will get the job done.  

 

 More feeling of wellbeing with a PIN secured card and so on which will work just with your own 

particular certifications.  

 

 No dread of being burglarized not at all like conveying money and telling everybody that there could 

be something worth grabbing.  

 

 It ends up less demanding to decide what amount was spent where, and one ready to deal with the 

financial plan.  

 

 one can ready to pay correct showed sum, Unlike money exchanges, there is no compelling reason to 

pay periphery sum in the event that the correct sum isn't accessible with both of the gatherings.  

 

 An vital, however apparently inconsequential issue is that of cleanliness of notes will stay great, as 

there just couple of money exchange is required.  

 

 Taxation, with lesser availability of hard cash at homes and more in banks, there is lesser degree of 

covering wage and maintaining a strategic distance from charge appraisal and when there are more 

residents it finally prompts a lesser rate of expense evaluation for the whole nation. 

 Transparency and Accountability, it turns into a ton less demanding to track the stream of cash with 

each exchange being recorded with the purchaser, merchant and in addition administrative bodies, 

making the framework considerably more straightforward and agreeable. In the long haul it prompts 

better business and venture prospects for the economy all in all.  

 

 More cash in bank will mean more flow of cash in the economy, prompting more prominent 

liquidity and would in the long run mean lesser financing costs (as indicated by the money related 

approach of the nation).  

 

 Reduced red tapism and organization: with cashless exchanges through electronic means the wire 

exchanges are followed and individuals are responsible which thus lessons defilement and enhances 

benefit time.  

 

 Less accessibility of money for illicit exercises: when individuals are urged to go cashless, there is 

lesser money accessible with the general population and there won't be a way to put resources into 

different exercises to utilize the sit out of gear money. Channels like hawala (illicit settlement) will 

eventually endure the brunt of a cashless economy. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The effect of money less economy has purchased a major change in all segments of the economy. 

Individuals require not convey money for all exchanges. It causes every one of the exchanges to be obvious. 

So it makes ready for charge instalment. Despite the fact that it has backings and feedback it had purchased 

an adjustment in the economy of a nation. Cashless economy advances the way of life of the general 

population. 
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